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1. General observations
2. Choose a selection of commodities (Oil,
Iron Ore and Dairy), and examine the effect
on a range of countries (Australia, Brazil,
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3. Identify what effect, if any, the fall in price
has had on public debt management
4. Conclusions

General Observations
1. In checking the medium term debt
management strategies and annual
borrowing plans, nearly all government debt
managers do not make reference to
commodity price risk (exception Colombia).
2. It is more likely that there is reference to
commodity prices in the Budget and/or
MTFF and in some countries commodity
price risks are included in scenario analyses.
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Australia and the Iron Ore Price
Index
2015-16 Budget
The underlying cash deficit is expected
to be $35.1 billion in 2015-16 (2.1 per
cent of GDP). Forecast tax receipts have
been downgraded by $52 billion over the
four years to 2017-18 since the 2014-15
Budget. This has been driven by a near
halving of the iron ore price and
persistently low wage growth. The fall in
commodity prices has contributed to the
largest fall in the terms of trade in over
50 years.
Source: Platts, published in the
Australian 2015-16 Budget
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One industry that is already benefiting

Sensitivity analysis considers the consequences of a

permanent fall in world prices of non-rural commodity
exports in 2015-16 to examine the fiscal consequences
of a reduction in nominal GDP. The price fall
examined is consistent with a fall in the terms of trade
of around 4 per cent, which causes a 1 per cent fall in
nominal GDP by 2016-17.

Australia 2015-16 Budget
Debt Management Impact:
Increase in the Borrowing Requirement
The face value of CGS on issue is projected
to rise to $573 billion by 2025-26,
reflecting a modestly weaker underlying
cash balance, and its associated higher
public debt interest expense, accumulating
over the medium term.
The Australian Office of Financial
Management (AOFM) has taken the
opportunity to lengthen the CGS yield
curve. This has provided for a lower risk
profile of maturing debt and has been
achieved during a period when borrowing
costs have been low by historical standards.

Impact of Mineral Prices for
Mongolia
2015 IMF Article IV Consultation Report
• Mongolia’s narrow economic base has, however, left the
country highly vulnerable to shocks. Minerals account for 90
percent of all exports, and 90 percent of these are bound for
China. This lack of diversification has made the economy
prone to repeated boom-bust cycles, with the balance of
payments falling under intense pressure twice in the past five
years, and public finances remaining vulnerable despite a
fiscal framework intended to reduce procyclicality.
• Based on the LIC-DSA analytical framework and a broader
coverage of public debt than previously used, this debt
sustainability analysis (DSA) concludes that Mongolia is at
high risk of public debt distress under the baseline scenario.

Impact of Decline in Oil Prices on
GDP

Sources: IMF
WEO April 2015

Impact on Brazil
2014 IMF Article IV Consultation Report
• Petrobras, the state-controlled oil major, faces unprecedented
difficulties because of external and internal factors
• The recent sharp decline in international oil prices has improved the
profitability of downstream operations after several years of losses,
but prospects of a sustained period of lower prices and the ongoing
corruption investigation are casting a shadow over Petrobras (by
end-2014, Petrobras’ equity price had fallen by more than 80
percent in U.S. dollar terms over 5 years and its debt levels had
increased to be the highest in the industry).
• The Brazilian current account is projected to fall to 3.4 percent of
GDP by 2020 – this outlook is based on an only modest recovery in
domestic demand and some further worsening in the terms of
trade.

Brazil ABP 2015
2015 Scenarios and Borrowing Requirements
• ABP involves three macroeconomic scenarios and, for each one of
them, a set of bond issuance alternatives.
• The alternative scenarios consider external aspects that may affect
the level of international liquidity, international trade and,
consequently, capital and trade flows to Brazil (these factors could
jeopardize the domestic adjustments considered in the basic
scenario).
• More optimistic hypotheses were also evaluated – these involve the
convergence of positive factors required for a more rapid recovery
of the economy over the medium-term, the absence of additional
pressures on the exchange rate and a favorable outlook for
progress in ongoing structural reforms, accompanied by a favorable
international scenario.

Impact on Colombia (December
2014)
Statement by the Minister of Finance, 24 December 2014
• The Colombian government slashed by half its crude oil price
assumption for its proposed 2015 budget to $48/bl, reflecting
falling global oil prices.
• The new price assumption is down from the original estimate of
$98/bl for 2015 and sharply lower than the $97/bl Colombia
projects for 2014.
• The higher deficit will be covered with increased income from a tax
reform approved by Congress in 2014 and signed by the President
• Falling crude prices have cut Colombia's GDP growth expectations
to 4.2% for next year, from the previously expected 4.8%.

Outcome (as reported by the Financial Times)
• The currency (COP) has fallen by a quarter and the share price of the
national energy company (Ecopetrol) has halved.

Colombia 2013 MTDS
Strategies modeled in the 2013 MTDS
• For 2012, exchange rate fluctuations of ±50% and oil price
shocks of 25 USD were considered. The base scenario
corresponds to the MTMF, which considers an annual average
TRM of COP 1800 and an average oil price of USD 92.
– ALM-1 Model: Minimizing the deficit’s present value volatility
– ALM-2 Model: Stabilizing fiscal impact (Interest/Revenues)

Government actions in 2015
• Introduced across-the-board fiscal austerity measures.
Outcomes for treasury operations and debt management
• Increase in operational risk through reducing staff numbers
and not renewing the alternate data and operations sites.

Impact on Malaysia (January
2015)
Statement by the Prime Minister, 20 January 2015
• The government’s 2015 budget, announced in October, was based
on oil prices averaging $100 a barrel but this projection was no
longer realistic as global crude prices have dropped by over 50
percent. State oil company Petronas contributes about a third of
Malaysian government revenue.
• The government lowered its oil price forecast to $55 a barrel, which
will lead to a revenue shortfall of 8.3 billion ringgit ($2.3 billion)
despite savings from the removal of fuel subsidies last month.
• The economy is forecast to grow between 4.5 and 5.5 percent this
year, while the budget deficit is expected to equal 3.2 percent of
gross domestic product. Earlier, the government forecast the
economy to expand 5-6 percent and the budget deficit to narrow to
3 percent from 3.5 percent in 2014.

Impact on Malaysia Budget
2014 IMF Article IV Consultation Report

Impact on Debt of Malaysia
2014 IMF Article IV Consultation Report
• The authorities recently revised the federal budget resulting
in a slight change of the budget deficit ceiling, to 3.2 percent
from 3.0 percent of GDP, in a timely and pragmatic response
to the sharp recent decline in international crude oil prices.
• Malaysia’s external debt is relatively high at present but is
expected to remain on a steady downward trend over the
medium term, falling to about 57 percent of GDP by 2019.
Stress tests indicate that external debt would remain
manageable under a variety of shocks, including weaker GDP
growth, a lower current account balance, and a one-time 30
percent depreciation of the ringgit.

Mexico Debt Strategy and ABP
Public Debt Strategy and Annual Borrowing Plan 2015
•

•

•

•

Promote a comprehensive risk management strategy for the debt portfolio,
enabling it to face a broad range of shocks that could influence terms of
available financing.
Regarding Cost at Risk analysis and using different metrics, estimates show
that with a 95% statistical confidence level, financial cost for 2015 will not
deviate more than 3% from its mean value. This means that budgeted
expenses will not increase by more than 10 billion pesos. The size of this
deviation is equivalent to less than 0.1% of expected GDP for 2015.
Some more extreme scenarios were analyzed calculating the extreme joint
CaR. Under these estimations, considering the average of worst scenarios
(those above the 95th percentile of the obtained distribution), the financial
cost of the Federal Government debt will not deviate more than 3.76% from
its expected value in 2015.
On debt sustainability analysis, results indicate that the Federal Government
and Public Sector debt levels are sustainable for the following years.

Mexico Debt Management

Mexico Hedging Strategy since
2009
• In 2009, the Mexican government implemented oil revenue
stabilizing mechanisms by implementing derivative hedging
strategies.
• Strategy consisted of purchasing put options to be executed
when the oil barrel prices fell below the value negotiated by
the government (defined according to the Mexican oil
production conditions).
– $57.00 per barrel in 2009

• The effects of adverse shocks to the oil prices on Mexican
fiscal accounts were hedged.
• Hedging has continued each year.
– $76.40 Oil Price Hedge for 2015

Sources: Financial Times and
the Wall Street Journal
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Conclusions
1. Most debt managers do not consider commodity
prices or model commodity price risk.
–

Colombia is one exception

2. Commodity prices are analyzed in the Budget and
MTFF, not directly but with impact on the
parameters such as terms of trade, inflation and
growth in GDP.
– Australia, Brazil Mexico and New Zealand are good
examples

3. Some countries hedge commodity prices
–

Mexico is one case using oil price options

